Abstract Most information systems log events (e.g., transaction logs, audit trails) to audit and monitor the processes they support. At the same time, many of these processes have been explicitly modeled. For example, SAP R/3 logs events in transaction logs and there are EPCs (Event-driven Process Chains) describing the so-called reference models. These reference models describe how the system should be used. The coexistence of event logs and process models raises an interesting question: "Does the event log conform to the process model and vice versa?". This paper demonstrates that there is not a simple answer to this question. To tackle the problem, we distinguish two dimensions of conformance: fitness (the event log may be the result of the process modeled) and appropriateness (the model is a likely candidate from a structural and behavioral point of view). Different metrics have been defined and a Conformance Checker has been implemented within the ProM Framework.
Introduction
New legislation such as the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act [15] and increased emphasis on corporate governance and operational efficiency has triggered the need for improved auditing systems. To audit an organization, business activities need to be monitored. Buzzwords such as BAM (Business Activity Monitoring), BOM (Business Operations Management), BPI (Business Process Intelligence) illustrate the interest of vendors to support the monitoring and analysis of business activities. The close monitoring of processes can be seen as a second wave following the wave of business process modeling and simulation. In the first wave the emphasis was on constructing process models and analyzing them. The many notations (e.g., Petri nets, UML activity diagrams, EPCs, IDEF, BPMN, and not to mention the vendor or system specific notations) illustrate this. This creates the interesting situation where processes are being monitored while at the same time there are process models describing these processes. The focus of this paper is on conformance, i.e., "Is there a good match between the recorded events and This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a running example that will be used to illustrate the concept of conformance. Section 3 discusses the need for two dimensions. The fitness dimension is discussed in Section 4. The appropriateness dimension is elaborated in Section 5. Section 6 shows how these properties can be verified using the conformance checker in ProM. Finally, some related work is discussed and the paper is concluded.
Running Example
The example model used throughout the paper concerns the processing of a liability claim within an insurance company (cf. Figure 1(a) ).
At first there are two tasks bearing the same label "Set Checkpoint". This can be thought of as an automatic backup action within the context of a transactional system, i.e., activity A is carried out at the beginning to define a rollback point enabling atomicity of the whole process, and at the end to ensure durability of the results. Then the actual business process is started with the distinction of low-value claims and high-value claims, which get registered differently (B or C ). The policy of the client is checked anyway (D) but in the case of a highvalue claim, additionally, the consultation of an expert takes place (G), and then the filed liability claim is being checked in more detail (H ). Finally, the claim is completed according to the former choice between B and C (i.e., E or F ).
Figures 1(b)-(d) show three example logs for the process described in Figure 1(a) at an aggregate level. This means that process instances exhibiting the same event sequence are combined as a logical log trace, memorizing the number of instances to weigh the importance of that trace. That is possible since only the control flow perspective is considered here. In a different setting like, e.g., mining social networks [4] , the resources performing an activity would distinguish those instances from each other.
Two Dimensions of Conformance: Fitness and Appropriateness
Measurement can be defined as a set of rules to assign values to a real-world property, i.e., observations are mapped onto a numerical scale. In the context of conformance testing this means to weigh the "distance" between the behavior described by the process model and the behavior actually observed in the workflow log. If the distance is zero, i.e., the real business process exactly matches the specified behavior, one can say that the log fits the model. With respect to the example model M1 this applies for event log L1, since every log trace can be associated with a valid path from Start to End. In contrast, event log L2 does not match completely as the traces ACHDFA and ACDHFA lack the execution of activity G, while event log L3 does not even contain one trace corresponding to the specified behavior. Somehow L3 seems to fit "worse" than L2, and the degree of fitness should be determined according to this intuitive notion of conformance, which might vary for different settings. But there is another interesting -rather qualitative -dimension of conformance, which can be illustrated by relating the process models M2 and M3, shown in Figure 1 (e) and (f), to event log L2. Although the log fits both models quantitatively, i.e., the event streams of the log and the model can be matched perfectly, they do not seem to be appropriate in describing the insurance claim administration.
The first one is much too generic as it covers a lot of extra behavior, allowing for arbitrary sequences containing the activities A, B, C, D, E, F, G, or H, while the latter does not allow for more sequences than those having been observed but only lists the possible behavior instead of expressing it in a meaningful way. Therefore, it does not offer a better understanding than can be obtained by just looking at the aggregated log. We claim that a "good" process model should somehow be minimal in structure to clearly reflect the described behavior, in the following referred to as structural appropriateness, and minimal in behavior to represent as closely as possible what actually takes place, which will be called behavioral appropriateness.
Apparently, conformance testing demands for two different types of metrics, which are:
-Fitness, i.e., the extent to which the log traces can be associated with execution paths specified by the process model, and -Appropriateness, i.e., the degree of accuracy in which the process model describes the observed behavior, combined with the degree of clarity in which it is represented.
Measuring Fitness
Different ways are conceivable to measure the fit between event logs and process models. A rather naive approach would be to generate all execution sequences allowed by the model and then compare them to the log traces using string distance metrics. Unfortunately the number of firing sequences increases very fast if a model contains parallelism and might even be infinite if we allow for loops. Therefore, this is of limited applicability. Another possibility is to replay the log in the model and somehow measure the mismatch, which subsequently is described in more detail. The replay of every logical log trace starts with marking the initial place in the model and then the transitions that belong to the logged events in the trace are fired one after another. While doing so we count the number of tokens that had to be created artificially (i.e., the transition belonging to the logged event was not enabled and therefore could not be successfully executed ) and the number of tokens that had been left in the model, which indicates the process not having properly completed.
Let k be the number of different traces from the aggregated log, n the number of process instances combined as one of these traces, m the number of missing tokens, r the number of remaining tokens, c the number of consumed tokens, and p the number of produced tokens during log replay, then the token-based fitness metrics f is formalized as follows.
Note that, for all i, m i ≤ c i and r i ≤ p i , and therefore 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. Using the metrics f we can now calculate the fitness between the event logs L1, L2, L3, and the process description M1, respectively. The first event log L1 shows three different log traces that all correspond to possible firing sequences of the Petri net with one initial token in the Start place. Thus, there are neither tokens left nor missing in the model during log replay and the fitness measurement yields f (M 1, L1) = 1. Replaying the event log L2 fails for the last two traces ACHDFA and ACDHFA, since the model requires activity G being performed before activating task H. Therefore, in both cases one token remains in place c6, and one token needs to be created artificially in place c7 for firing transition H (i.e., m 1 = r 1 = m 2 = r 2 = m 3 = r 3 = 0, and m 4 = r 4 = m 5 = r 5 = 1). Counting the tokens being produced and consumed in the Petri net model (i.e., c 1 = p 1 = 7, and c 2 = c 3 = p 2 = p 3 = 9, and c 4 = c 5 = p 4 = p 5 = 8), and with the number of process instances per trace, given in Figure 1(c) , the fitness can be measured as f (M 1, L2) ≈ 0.995. For the last event log L3 the fitness measurement yields f (M 1, L3) ≈ 0.540.
Besides measuring the degree of fitness pinpointing the site of mismatch is crucial for giving useful feedback to the analyst. In fact, the place of missing and remaining tokens during log replay can provide insight into problems, such as Figure 1 (j) visualizes some diagnostic information obtained for event log L2. Because of the remaining tokens (whose amount is indicated by a + sign) in place c6 transition G has stayed enabled, and as there were tokens missing (indicated by a − sign) in place c7 transition H has failed seamless execution.
Note that this replay is carried out in a non-blocking way and from a logbased perspective, i.e., for each log event in the trace the corresponding transition is fired, regardless whether the path of the model is followed or not. This leads to the fact that -in contrast to directly comparing the event streams of models and logs -a concatenation of missing log events is punished by the fitness metrics f just as much as a single one, since it could always be interpreted as a missing link in the model.
As a prerequisite of conformance analysis model tasks must be associated with the logged events, which may result in duplicate tasks, i.e., multiple tasks that are mapped onto the same kind of log event, and invisible tasks, i.e., tasks that have no corresponding log event. Duplicate tasks cause no problems during log replay as long as they are not enabled at the same time and can be seamlessly executed, but otherwise one must enable and/or fire the right task for progressing properly. Invisible tasks are considered to be lazy, i.e., they are only fired if they can enable the transition in question. In both cases it is necessary to partially explore the state space of the model but a detailed description is beyond the scope of this paper.
Measuring Appropriateness
Generally spoken, determining the degree of appropriateness of a workflow process model strongly depends on subjective perception, and is highly correlated to the specific purpose. There are aspects like the proper semantic level of abstraction, i.e., the granularity of the described workflow actions, which can only be found by an experienced human designer. The notion of appropriateness addressed by this paper rather relates to the control flow perspective and therefore is approachable to measurement but there still remains a subjective element.
The overall aim is to have the model clearly reflect the behavior observed in the log, whereas the degree of appropriateness is determined by both structural properties of the model and the behavior described by it. Figure 1(g) shows M4 , which is a good model for the event log L2 as it exactly generates the observed sequences in a structurally suitable way.
In the remainder of this section, both the structural and the behavioral part of appropriateness are considered in more detail.
Structural Appropriateness
The desire to model a business process in a compact and meaningful way is difficult to capture by measurement. As a first indicator we will define a simple metrics that solely evaluates the size of the graph and subsequently some constructs that may inflate the structure of a process model are considered.
Given the fact that a business process model is expected to have a dedicated Start and End place, the graph must contain at least one node for every task label, plus two places (the start and end place). Let T be the number of different task labels, and n the number of nodes (i.e., places and transitions) in the Petri net model, then the structural appropriateness metrics a S is formalized as follows.
Calculating the structural appropriateness for the model M3 yields a S (M 3) ≈ 0.170, which is a very bad value caused by the many duplicate tasks. For the good model M4 the metrics yields a S (M 4) = 0.5. With a S (M 5) ≈ 0.435 a slightly worse value is calculated for the behaviorally (trace) equivalent model M5 in Figure 1 (h), which is now used to consider some constructs that may decrease the structural appropriateness a S .
(a) Duplicate tasks. Duplicate tasks that are used to list alternative execution sequences tend to produce models like the extreme M3. M5 (a) indicates an example situation in which a duplicate task is used to express that after performing activity C either the sequence GH or H alone can be executed. M4 (b) describes the same process with the help of an invisible task, which is only used for routing purposes and therefore not visible in the log. One could argue that this model supports a more suitable perception namely activity G is not obliged to execute but can be skipped, but it somehow remains a matter of taste. However, excessive usage of duplicate tasks for listing alternative paths reduces the appropriateness of a model in preventing desired abstraction. In addition, there are also duplicate tasks that are necessary to, e.g., specify a certain activity taking place exactly at the beginning and at the end of the process like task A in M4 (a).
(b) Invisible tasks. Besides the invisible tasks used for routing purposes like, e.g., shown in M4 (b), there are also invisible tasks that only delay visible tasks, such as the one depicted in M5 (b). If they do not serve any model-related purpose they can simply be removed, thus making the model more concise.
(c) Implicit places. Implicit places are places that can be removed without changing the behavior of the model. An example for an implicit place is given in M5 (c). Again, one could argue that they should be removed as they do not contribute anything, but sometimes it can be useful to insert such an implicit place to, e.g., show document flows. Note that the place c5 is not implicit as it influences the choice made later on between E and F. Both c5 and c10 are silent places, with a silent place being a place whose directly preceding transitions are never directly followed by one of their directly succeeding transitions (i.e., the model is unable to produce an event sequence containing BE or AA). Mining techniques by definition are unable to detect implicit places, and have problems detecting silent places.
Behavioral Appropriateness
Besides the structural properties that can be evaluated on the model itself appropriateness can also be examined with respect to the behavior recorded in the log. Assuming that the log fits the model, i.e., the model allows for all the execution sequences present in the log, there remain those that would fit the model but have not been observed. Assuming further that the log satisfies some notion of completeness, i.e., the behavior observed corresponds to the behavior that should be described by the model, it is desirable to represent it as precisely as possible. When the model gets too general and allows for more behavior than necessary (like in the "flower" model M2 ) it becomes less informative in actually describing the process.
One approach to measure the amount of possible behavior is to determine the mean number of enabled transitions during log replay. This corresponds to the idea that for models clearly reflecting their behavior, i.e., complying with the structural properties mentioned, an increase of alternatives or parallelism and therefore an increase of potential behavior will result in a higher number of enabled transitions during log replay.
Let k be the number of different traces from the aggregated log, n the number of process instances combined as one of these traces, m the number of labeled tasks (i.e., does not include invisible tasks, and assuming m > 1) in the Petri net model, and x the mean number of enabled transitions during log replay (note that invisible tasks may enable succeeding labeled tasks but they are not counted themselves), then the behavioral appropriateness metrics a B is formalized as follows.
Calculating the behavioral appropriateness with respect to event log L2 for the model M2 yields a B (M 2, L2) = 0, which indicates the arbitrary behavior described by it. For M4, which exactly allows for the behavior observed in the log, the metrics yields a B (M 4, L2) ≈ 0.967. As an example it can be compared with the model M6 in Figure 1(i) , which additionally allows for arbitrary loops of activity G and therefore exhibits more potential behavior. This is also reflected by the behavioral appropriateness measure as it yields a slightly smaller value than for the model M4, namely a B (M 6, L2) ≈ 0.964.
Balancing Fitness and Appropriateness
Having defined the three metrics f , a S , and a B , the question is now how to put them together. This is not an easy task since they are partly correlated with each other. So the structure of a process model may influence the fitness metrics f as, e.g., due to inserting redundant invisible tasks the value of f increases because of the more tokens being produced and consumed while having the same amount of missing and remaining ones. But unlike a S and a B the metrics f defines an optimal value 1.0, for a log that can be parsed by the model without any error.
Therefore we suggest a conformance testing approach carried out in two phases. During the first phase the fitness of the log and the model is ensured, which means that discrepancies are analyzed and potential corrective actions are undertaken. If there still remain some tolerable deviations, the log or the model should be manually adapted to comply with the ideal or intended behavior, in order to go on with the so-called appropriateness analysis. Within this second phase the degree of suitability of the respective model in representing the process recorded in the log is determined. Regarding the example logs given in Figure 1 (b)-(d) this means that we only evaluate the appropriateness measures of those models having a fitness value f = 1.0 (cf. Table 1 ) and therefore completely discard event log L3, which only fits the trivial model M2, and the model M1 for event log L2. For event log L1 and L2
we now want to find the most adequate process model among the remaining ones, respectively. Given the fact that neither the structural appropriateness metrics a S nor the behavioral appropriateness metrics a B defines an optimal point (note that for the process model M2 the a S value is very high while the a B value is very low and vice versa for the other extreme model M3 ) they both must be understood as an indicator to be maximized without decreasing the other. A possible outcome of such a qualitative analysis could be that M1 is selected for L1 while M4 is selected for L2. More test cases are needed to properly balance the three metrics.
Adding Conformance to the ProM Framework
The main concepts discussed in this paper have been implemented in a plug-in for the ProM Framework. The conformance checker replays an event log within a Petri net model in a non-blocking way while gathering diagnostic information that can be accessed afterwards. It calculates the token-based fitness metrics f , taking into account the number of process instances represented by each logical log trace, the structural appropriateness a S , and the behavioral appropriateness a B . Furthermore, the diagnostic results can be visualized from both a log-based and model-based perspective. During log replay the plug-in takes care of invisible tasks that might enable the transition to be replayed next, and it is able to deal with duplicate tasks. The lower part of Figure 2 shows the result screen of analyzing the conformance of event log L2 and process model M1. As discussed before, for replaying L2 the model lacks the possibility to skip activity G, which also becomes clear in the visualization of the model augmented with diagnostic information. In the other window the process specification M4 is measured to fit with event log L1.
Related Work
The work reported in this paper is closely related to earlier work on process mining, i.e., discovering a process model based on some event log. For more information we refer to a special issue of Computers in Industry on process mining [6] and a survey paper [5] . Given the scope of this paper, we are unable to provide a complete listing of the many papers published in recent years.
The work of Cook et al. [8, 7] is closely related to this paper. In [8] the concept of process validation is introduced. It assumes an event stream coming from the model and an event stream coming from real-life observations, both streams are compared. Here the time-complexity is problematic as the state-space of the model needs to be explored. In [7] the results are extended to include time aspects. The notion of conformance has also been discussed in the context of security [3] , business alignment [1] , and genetic mining [13] . However, in each of the papers mentioned only fitness is considered and appropriateness is mostly ignored. In [10] the process mining problem is faced with the aim of deriving a model which is as compliant as possible with the log data, accounting for fitness (called completeness) and also behavioral appropriateness (called soundness).
Process mining and conformance testing can be seen in the broader context of Business (Process) Intelligence (BPI) and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM). Tools such as described in [11, 14] , however, often focus on performance measurements rather than monitoring (un)desirable behavior.
Conclusion
Given the presence of both process models and event logs in most organizations of some complexity, it is interesting to investigate the notion of conformance as it has been defined in this paper. Conformance is an important notion in the context of business alignment, auditing (cf. Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act [15] ), and business process improvement. Therefore, the question "Does the event log conform to the process model and vice versa?" is highly relevant.
We have shown that conformance has two dimensions: fitness and appropriateness. Fitness can be captured in one metrics (f ). For measuring appropriateness we introduced two metrics: structural appropriateness a S and behavioral appropriateness a B . Together these three metrics allow for the quantification of conformance. The metrics defined in this paper are supported by the Conformance Checker, a tool which has been implemented within the ProM Framework.
An interesting direction for future research is to exploit log data on a more fine-grained level (e.g., stating the start and end of activities) and to include other perspectives such as time, data, and resources. For example, in some application the timing of an event is as important as its occurrence.
